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Abstract: Security Engineering has some features that are intrinsically different from Software (Reliability) Engineering. Traditional software engineering environments are not adequate and effective for designing, developing, managing, and maintaining secure software systems. This position paper presents ISEE, an information security engineering environment we are developing, that integrates various tools and provides comprehensive facilities to support design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of information/software systems continuously and consistently, and guides and helps all users to perform their tasks regularly according to ISO/IEC security standards. The paper presents the basic ideas on development of ISEE, basic requirements for ISEE, and a design of ISEE. ISEE is the first real information security engineering environment.

1 INTRODUCTION

As opposed to Software (Reliability) Engineering to provide principles, methodologies, and tools for designing, developing, operating, and maintaining reliable software systems (Finkelstein&Kramer, 2000, IEEE-CS, 1990, Naur&Randell, 1969), Security Engineering intended to provide principles, methodologies, and tools for designing, developing, operating, and maintaining secure software systems.

Security Engineering has the following features that are intrinsically different from Software (Reliability) Engineering.

First, as Anderson pointed out, Software (Reliability) Engineering is about ensuring that certain things happen, while Security Engineering is about ensuring that they do not (Anderson, 2008).

Second, the reliability of a target software system is not necessarily an object of engineering that must be managed and/or controlled continuously, while the security of a target software system is necessarily an object of engineering that must be managed and/or controlled continuously. In general, we do not need to continuously consider improving the reliability of a target software system anytime, except the system has some failure or some new requirement is specified for the system. However, because assailants (crackers) are active persons who can get knowledge and skills day after day and then continuously attack target software systems always with new techniques, we have to continuously consider improving the security of a target software system anytime. This is particularly true in designing, developing, operating, and maintaining persistent computing systems (Cheng, 2005, 2005, 2006, 2007).

Third, the whole reliability of a target software system is usually the sum total of reliability of its all components, while the whole security of a target software system is not necessarily the sum total of security of its all components but usually only as good and strong as the weakest security of some component or link between components in the system.

Traditional software engineering environments (Devanbu&Stubblebine, 2000, Dittrich et al., 2000, Finkelstein&Kramer, 2000, Harrison et al., 2000) are not adequate and effective for designing, developing, operating, and maintaining secure software systems. To deal with those features in Security Engineering that are intrinsically different from Software (Reliability) Engineering, we have to find new principles, establish new methodologies, develop new tools, and integrates them into an engineering environment for designers, developers, administrators/end-users, and maintainers to design,
develop, operate, and maintain secure software systems.

We have proposed the general concept of an information security engineering environment (Cheng et al., 2008). However, no requirement analysis and definition for a real information security engineering environment has been done detailely and no real environment has been designed and implemented.

This position paper presents ISEE, an information security engineering environment we are developing, that integrates various tools and provides comprehensive facilities to support design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of information/software systems continuously and consistently, and guides and helps all users to perform their tasks regularly according to ISO/IEC security standards. ISEE is the first real information security engineering environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our basic ideas on development of ISEE, Section 3 presents basic requirements for ISEE, Section 4 presents a design of ISEE, and some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2 BASIC IDEAS ON DEVELOPMENT OF ISEE

An Information Security Engineering Environment is an engineering environment that integrates various tools and provides comprehensive facilities for designers, developers, administrators/end-users, and maintainers of information/software systems such that they can use the tools and facilities to ensure the whole security of the target system anytime consistently and continuously (Cheng et al., 2008). Note that the major point we made in the above definition is “to ensure the whole security of the target system anytime consistently and continuously” that emphasizes the wholeness of security of information/software systems and the continuity and randomness concerning time.

We are developing ISEE based on the following considerations:

First, ISEE itself should be a persistent computing system (Cheng, 2005, 2005, 2006, 2007) to provide continuous supports for all users anytime. Design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of target systems should be continuously performed. It is not enough only to design and develop security facilities. Continuous maintenance (maybe including re-design and re-development) of target systems, in particular, those persistent computing systems (Cheng, 2005, 2005, 2006, 2007), are very important for protecting the systems from new attacks.

Second, ISEE should support all tasks in design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of target systems by guiding and helping all users (designers, developers, administrators/end-users, and maintainers of target systems) to perform their tasks according to ISO/IEC security standards. Because the whole security of any target system is only as good and strong as the weakest link in the system, some common standards shared and followed by all designers, developers, administrators/end-users, and maintainers of target systems are necessary to all tasks in engineering the systems in order to ensure the strength of the whole security of target systems. At present, the most established and widely accepted common standards are ISO/IEC security standards (ISO/IEC, 2005, 2007, 2008).

Third, ISEE should support all users to use formal methods as more as possible in design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of target systems. Because the strongest security of any target system can be obtained only by formal (mathematical) analysis and verification, formal methods should be used by all designers, developers, administrators/end-users, and maintainers of target systems as more as possible in design, development, management, and maintenance of target systems. Therefore, supports for formal methods in all tasks in engineering the systems should be provided by ISEE.

Finally, ISEE should support all tasks of all users consistently. Because the security of any target system is required at all phases of the information cycle, i.e., gathering, creating, processing, storing, transmitting and deleting, the consistency among all tasks of designers, developers, administrators/end-users, and maintainers of target systems must be kept and maintained. Therefore, all supports for all tasks in engineering the systems must be consistent.

3 BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ISEE

We analyzed and defined basic requirements that ISEE should satisfy as follows:

R1: ISEE must provide tools and facilities to continuously support all tasks in design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of target systems.
The reason to require ISEE to satisfy requirement \( R_1 \) has been explained in Section 1 and Section 2. Here “to continuously support” means that ISEE should support all tasks in design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of a target system through the whole lifetime of the system, and should be ready at anytime for any request from any user.

\[ R_2: \] ISEE must provide tools and facilities for all users to design, develop, manage, and maintain security facilities of target systems regularly according to ISO/IEC security standards.

To ensure the whole security of any target system, some common standards for all components of the system, all tasks in design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of the system, and all tools of ISEE are indispensable. At present, ISO/IEC security standards are the best choice. On the other hand, maybe there is no ISO/IEC security standard effective for some tasks. In those cases, it is needed to look for other effective standards.

\[ R_3: \] ISEE must provide tools and facilities for all users to use formal methods as much as possible in design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of target systems to check whether the security facilities are certainly consistent with ISO/IEC security standards or not.

The formal methods mentioned above may be well established formal representation, verification, or reasoning methods, originally provided by ISEE, or developed by users themselves.

\[ R_4: \] ISEE must provide tools and facilities for all users to perform their tasks in a guided regular order.

The whole security of a target system is ensured only if its designers, developers, administrators/end-users, and maintainers perform appropriate tasks in a regular order. To guide users to perform their tasks in a previously defined regular order can decrease failure in the target system.

\[ R_5: \] ISEE must provide tools and facilities for its users to manage and maintain security facilities of target systems as rapidly as possible.

Because any delay of response to crackers’ attacks must increase the possibility of information leaks, falsification, or destruction, management and maintenance of security facilities of target systems should be performed as rapidly as possible.

4 DESIGN OF ISEE

We designed ISEE according to the above basic requirements. First of all, based on ISO/IEC 12207 (ISO/IEC, 2008) we clarified concrete tasks in design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of target systems as follows:

- Infrastructure Management
- Human Resource Management
- Quality Management
- Risk Management
- Information Management
- Software Requirement Analysis
- Software Architectural Design
- Software Detailed Design
- Software Implementation
- Software Qualification Testing
- Software Installation
- Software Integration
- Software Construction
- Software Configuration Management
- Software Operation
- Software Maintenance
- Software Disposal
- Software Documentation Management
- Software Quality Assurance
- Software Verification
- Software Validation
- Software Review
- Software Problem Resolution
- Recovery
- Environment Management

We also clarified ISO/IEC security standards for the concrete tasks. Then, we defined a model of software life cycle processes that specifies all tasks with a right order in design, development, management, and maintenance of security facilities of target systems (Horie, 2009). Finally, we specified functions of components of ISEE.

Fig. 1 shows all tasks with the right order and Fig. 2 shows all components of ISEE and relationships among them.
Figure 1: Tasks with a right order in design, development, management, and maintenance.

Figure 2: Components of ISEE.

ISEE consists of the following components:

**ISEDS** is an information security engineering database system that manages all common data in ISEE (Horie, 2008). ISEDS manages data of ISO/IEC security standards and their related documents, data of published cases (e.g., STs, ISMS documents, and so on), and data acquired by users in their tasks. ISEDS is a main component of ISEE and plays the most important role in ISEE. All users of ISEE can easily retrieve and use data in ISEDS by using various tools of ISEE.

*Requirement analysis tool* supports users to create risk analysis documents.
Requirement verification tool supports users to formally verify requirement specification documents.

Requirement review tool supports stakeholders to review requirement documents.

Design tool supports users to generate templates of design specification documents.

Design verification tool supports users to formally verify design specification documents.

Design validation tool supports users to validate design specification documents.

Design review tool supports stakeholders to review design specification documents.

Implementation tool supports users to create source codes.

Implementation verification tool supports users to formally verify source codes.

Implementation validation tool supports users to validate source codes.

Implementation review tool supports stakeholders to review source codes.

ST generation tool supports users to generate templates of STs (Security Targets).

ST verification tool supports users to formally verify STs.

ST validation tool supports users to validate STs.

ST review tool supports stakeholders to review STs.

Risk detection tool receives information acquired in management of target systems and automatically detects risks that have not been assumed in advance according to ISO/IEC security standards.

Risk analysis tool supports users to create documents of detected risks.

Disposal planning tool supports users to decide plan of system disposal and generates documents for disposal plan.

Problem resolution tool enumerates proposals of problem resolution according to documents of risk analysis and cases of problem resolution and generates problem resolution documents.

Security control clause decision tool supports users to create ISMS (Information Security Management Systems) documents.

ST applying tool guides users to apply ST certification.

ISMS applying tool guides users to apply ISMS certification.

Recovery tool supports users to create documents for recovery plan, and automatically backup and recover data of information systems and information assets.

Notification tool notifies stakeholders information of system disposal and recovery.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented our basic ideas on development of ISEE: an information security engineering environment we are developing, basic requirements for ISEE, and a design of ISEE. This position paper presented our ongoing work. Some techniques and tools have been developed (Horie, 2008, 2009, 2009, Morimoto et al., 2007, 2008, Yajima et al. 2009) and other techniques and tools are being developed.

In the future, an integrated engineering environment combining ISEE and some traditional software engineering environment will provide full powerful supports for design, development, operation, and maintenance of information/software systems with high reliability and security requirements.
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